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TRAINING: INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE

student project with lots of Drive

There’s a lot going on with the Leistritz apprentices

Nuremberg racing car for Formula Student

From left to right: Günter Rittig (trainer), Dr. Michael Wengler (Managing Director), Manfred Zeug (mechatronics trainer), Petra Wirth (commercial trainer), the “released” Michael Wüst, Lisa Schwarzmaier, Thomas Hirmer, Karl Landgraf
(Plant Manager), Alexander Grieger (Head of Human Resources), Johann Schwandner (Chair of the works council).

With their certificates in their pockets three
“former” apprentices started their careers at
Leistritz Production Technology after their
apprenticeship completion ceremony on July
17, 2015: Thomas Hirmer and Michael Wüst
are now a qualified mechatronic and cutting
machine operator after shortening their
training period. Lisa Schwarzmaier achieved
very good qualifications. She is now strengthening the Leistritz team as an foreign language industrial clerk. “Successful young talents are the backbone of our company,” says
Dr. Michael Wengler, Managing Director of
Leistritz Produktionstechnik GmbH. “Promoting young talent is therefore given top
priority here.” ❘❙

Information evening for
future apprentices
Starting an apprenticeship is a new and exciting time in one’s life both for future apprentices and their parents. That is why
Leistritz traditionally organizes an information evening in Nuremberg in July to provide information about the apprenticeship’s
theoretical and practical content and the
organizational side of things. Alexander
Grieger, Head of Human Resources at Leistritz, hosted the evening together with
Dana Hüge, commercial trainer and Romeo Perisic, industrial trainer.
They presented the apprentices’ trainee
program and explained how the individual occupational fields are structured. The
“old hands” in the higher years of training
also provided a lively insight into the
training content for their respective professions.
To experience their future workplace up
close, there was a tour through the apprenticeship workshop and other parts of the
company at the end. The information evening was very positively received by everyone there. ❘❙
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New trainee workshop in Pleystein
In the meantime they have settled in very
well: the 29 industrial apprentices at the
Pleystein plant have been learning and
working in their new trainee workshop for a
few months now. There are four work
benches, 22 machines and a separate training room placed over roughly 300 m².
The planning, preparation and expansion
took two months. The place had to be
cleared out, varnished and painted. “Our
apprentices tackled the entire move them-

New, light and inviting – the new
trainee workshop in Pleystein

selves together with us, the trainers, and
the vigorous support of our maintenance
department,”
says
trainer
Markus
Schwandner proudly. We have killed two
birds with one stone by setting up the new
trainee workshop: on the one hand the apprentices now have more room to learn
and practice undisturbed. And on the other hand, the former trainee workshop can
be used as urgently needed space for production. ❘❙

ROTATION NEWS
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n their website it says that they strive for
professionalism during their studies.
But to achieve this the students at the Technical University of Nuremberg also need
practical experience alongside theoretical
education. The team of roughly 50, which
formed the “Strohm+Söhne” association,
have been getting this for three years by
building a Formula 1 racing car for the Formula Student design competition. For their
voluntary work on this project they are
sponsored by various local companies – by
Leistritz too.
NoRa 3
“We already supported the team last racing
season,” explains Michael Rothaug, Technical Purchasing Manager at Extrusion Technology. “When we received the inquiry
again this year, it was clear to us that we
would do our bit to ensure the racing car was
built.” Leistritz supplied a filigree housing
made of solid aluminum for the differential
gears. “For all non-technicians: with this
unit the two rear wheels are driven so that
they can turn at different speeds but with the
same thrust in bends,” explains Rothaug,
who acted as the interface between Leistritz
and the students.
The time had finally come on August 5,
2015: NoRa 3 was presented to the public.
The electric car, which is starting in the Formula Student Electric category, will now
have to prove itself in various races, including those in Silverstone (Great Britain) and
Györ (Hungary).
Formula Student
Formula Student is the European answer to
the American Formula SAE™. This was
founded in 1981 by the Society of Automotive Engineers as a university competition in
the USA. In this competition the participating students design, construct and build a
Formula 1 racing car within a year based on
a set of rules.
The racing cars are assessed in various disciplines at competitions worldwide by a jury
of experts consisting of jurors from the automotive industry and Formula 1. ❘❙
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Successful apprentices
released

NoRa impresses on the race track.

Michael Rothaug (right) at the roll-out (presentation) of NoRa 3
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